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- Værktøj til at redigere web-sites uden at 
kode 

- Understøtter redigering uafhængig af anden 
software end en web-browser  

- Kan formatere og redigere tekst og billeder 
stort set ligesom i kender det fra Word

The Web-site



 Intro to CMS



menu

 Intro to CMS



This is your arena

 Intro to CMS



 Intro to CMS
Upload and insert of photos

Submit post

Format like in Word

Categories

HTML Editor

Submit settings



 Intro to CMS

Banner 900x200px



 Intro to CMS



Demands for your site: 

- Short case description (150 words) 

- Concept video with short description (100 word) 

- Design process description (500-1000 words) 

- Video sketches with info (50-100 words each) 

- A 900x200px banner logo for your concept



Access to the CMS
Each group has a user on the site, and I have 
created a concept ‘post’ for each group.  

You will get a piece of paper with your login 
information - if you loose it or forget the 
password - contact me to get a new login…



...vi tager det hen af vejen

 Web 2.0 Platforms



 Web 2.0 Platforms

…for video …for large photos

…for exstra files



 Platformsstrategi

Storage

Show off



HTML



Optimering af indhold
Indsættelse af HTML-tags i jeres CMS

1

2 3



PRESS

COPY & PASTE



Optimering af indhold
HTML indlejring fra andre sider

Indsæt i Tab



Indsæt billede
<img src="LINK TIL BILLEDE" width="BREDDE" 
height=">HØJDE" />

<h1> din overskrift </h1>
Lav overskrift

<a href="LINKET">TEKST DER VISES</a>
Indsæt Link

Almene HTML-tags



 Formalia
Please make a group profile on Youtube 
instead of using your own private accounts. 

Remember to save your stuff often…

Don’t make more than one concept post - 
please adhere to the template

Make sure to try off the CMS if you have not 
done so before - no shortcut to experience!



How does a web-visit typically begin?

www.kattevideo.dk/ninjacat#87 “Videos with cats”



www.kattevideo.dk/ninjacat#87

How does a web-visit typically begin?

“Videos with cats”



ONE MORE THING (BONUS)



SEO 
[SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION]



Manual indexation… 
This belongs to this, which is related to that, because of its proximity to these

…same basic principles 



…but in 1995 the internet began to explode in terms of content

WWW

19951990

fritekst var nytteløst her... 

You had to apply complex boolean logics and 
propositional logics to still find content

Manual indexation… 



From 1997 to 2000 there was as much 
information produced…

…as had been in the previous 30.000 years of combined human history!

…but in 1995 the internet began to explode in terms of content
Manual indexation… 



Arrghh!!!!



The magic algorithm 
Do computers need to understand what they index at all? 

Google started to automatically index alle content in 1996 

They created an algorithm which analysed and categorised 
content based on their cross referential structure. 

The killer feature was how it could assess the quality of content 
not based on the content, but how it related to other content 
sources. 

Suddenly free text searching could generate relevant and 
prioritized results - without ever understanding the content

…information quality formalized 



Looklab
NotAbrand

Based on relevance and hierarchies of relevance 
Googles algoritmer er baseret på  rangering af vægtet relevans - målt ud fra relationen til 
andre web-siders relevans. På den måde at søgeresultatet defineret af ‘the wisdom of 
the crowd’ 

The magic algorithm 
Do computers need to understand what they index at all? 

http://www.notabrand.com


Looklab

Based on relevance and hierarchies of relevance 
Googles algoritmer er baseret på  rangering af vægtet relevans - målt ud fra relationen til 
andre web-siders relevans. På den måde at søgeresultatet defineret af ‘the wisdom of 
the crowd’

NotAbrand

Do computers need to understand what they index at all? 
The magic algorithm 

http://www.notabrand.com




ORGANIC SEO
[SEO ON THE COTENT WE DESIGN OURSELVES]





Organically optimization basics…

2. Proper use of headings, paragraphs and lingo 
Google views every page as a hierachy of information - headings tells that everything else 
is thematically connected to the wording used in the heading and sub-headings. Headings, 
combined with proper use of lingo, are thus extremely important to support how the 
search engine recognizes and categories our content. 

1. Cross references and solid linking 
Both links from your own web-site and especially from other sites creates a hierarchy of 
relevans, which Google uses to evaluate the ranking of each page.

3. Meta-tags in the HTML 
There a few so-called meta-tags which enable us to guide the ‘snapshot’ Google reads 
and portrays as its search result. through these tags, we can determine the most relevant 
search words, as well as control how other users see us in their results.

In a nutshell



1 tryk

2. vælg

Organically optimization basics…
In a nutshell
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Organically optimization basics…
In a nutshell
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btw

Organically optimization basics…
In a nutshell



…and pictures too!

Udfyld



…and then theres meta!
What is our title, and how would we describe ourselves?

Meta-data is the ‘hidden’ information which hides in the HTML 
code of the web-sites <head> section.  

The two most important meta-tags for organic SEO is: 

1. <TITLE> Titlen på dit web-site </TITLE> 

2. <meta name="description" content=" KORT beskrivelse af dit web-site/> 

On the U-CrAc web-site we have installed a SEO module to make 
these tags easy to apply.



1) press ‘edit’

2) edit title tag

3) edit description

Live view of result



SMALL SEO TOOLS
a catch all online ressource with a ton of value

www.smallseotools.com

http://www.small


…it is hard to destroy something (100%)

…unless you got some malware (please don’t!)



DEMO
?!?



Questions?



GO GO GO!
ONWARDS TO THE INTERNET!


